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By Kurt Busiek, Daryl Gregory

Boom Town, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Scott Godlewski (illustrator). Original. Language:
English . Brand New Book. A powerful predatory corporation acquires a valuable asset.Dracula!
They think they own him, but no one can own the son of the dragon. It s bloodsuckers vs.
bloodsucker in this new original graphic novel from the mind of legendary comics writer Kurt
Busiek, best known for the top-selling MARVELS graphic novel. A new ongoing horror series sure to
make your blood run cold! A powerful, predatory corporation acquires a valuable asset.Dracula!
They think they own him, but no one can own the Son of the Dragon. Now, there s a monster in their
midst that puts Hannibal Lecter to shame -- and he plans to gain his freedom in blood. Kurt Busiek,
along with award-winning author Daryl Gregory and sensational artist Scott Godlewski, take you
through the dark corridors of the corporate American boardroom and show you vampires aren t the
only kinds of bloodsuckers!.
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ReviewsReviews

This book will never be straightforward to start on looking at but extremely exciting to read. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i am going
to gonna go through once more again in the future. I am happy to explain how this is the very best book i have read through in my individual lifestyle and
may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Estrella Howe DVM-- Estrella Howe DVM

An exceptional ebook and the font employed was fascinating to read through. I actually have study and so i am certain that i will likely to read once again
yet again in the future. Your life period is going to be change as soon as you complete looking at this book.
-- Nelle Schaefer I-- Nelle Schaefer I
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